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WO? WENN NICHT ALLE DA! 

(November, 2009) 

 

Linz09 presents a true European. Rarely have the peoples of Europe displayed such a 

broad consensus as they do in the joyous reception accorded this little fellow! 

He’s referred to as Kasperl in Austria, Pulcinella in Italy, Mr. Punch in England, Vitéz 

Lázló in Hungary, Guignol in France, Don Cristobal in Spain, Petruschka in Russia, 

etc. etc. 

And now, Linz09 is dedicating an entire rock ‘em, sock ‘em festival to this quarrelsome, 

anarchistic, cheeky little headbanger of the theatrical world. 

 

The festival consists of three cycles. The first—what might be called the heart of this 

event—encompasses four commissioned works meant to impart new impetus to this 

age-old theatrical form. 

 

The commissions have been awarded to: 

Neville Tranter (born in Australia, now living in Holland) is one of the grand masters of 

theatrical puppetry. He regularly appears in Linz, and is currently working on a Punch 

and Judy version in which Mr. Punch is a bomb-planting terrorist. 

Hans Jochen Menzel (born in Germany) heads the Department of Puppetry at Berlin’s 

Ernst Busch University of the Performing Arts and is a very popular puppeteer in his 

own right. Among his triumphs was a performance at the 2007 Salzburg Festival in 

which he and his puppet played the role of Puck in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream.” 

He’s dealing with the problem of what would transpire if, instead of being alone on 

stage, Kasperl was, so to speak, just one of many such figures. 

Guyla Molnar (born in Hungary, now living in Italy) is a poet of puppetry. He spent his 

childhood behind the scenes at the Budapest Puppet Theater, where he got to know 

Henrik Kemény, the master of this artform and inventor of the Hungarian Vitéz Lázló 

show. 
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Maschek (consisting of Peter Hörmanseder, Robert Stachel and Ulrich Salamun) could 

be said to have invented their own genre. They’re regular guests on national TV in 

Austria. Their inimitable style of satirically undermining authority and poking fun at 

celebrities proudly carries on the grand Kasperl tradition. 

 

The second cycle consists of international productions by contemporary puppeteers, 

whose job is to see to it that the Kasperltheater isn’t taken over by politically correct 

spoilsports and that its zesty, witty style is carried on. The featured performers are 

well-known groups from throughout Europe who travel from festival to festival and 

have collectively brought about a renaissance of this genre. 

 

The third cycle is an homage to the Old Master of this artform, who will show 

audiences what the Kasperltheater looked like in its original form. 

 

Artistic Director: Christoph Bochdansky 

 


